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Abstract—Due to the enormous increase of video and image
content on the web the last decades, automatic video annotation
became a necessity. The successful annotation of video and image
content facilitate a successful indexing and retrieval in search
databases. In this work we study a variety of possible shot type
characterizations that can be assigned in a single video frame or
still image. Possible ways to propagate these characterizations to
a video segment (or to an entire shot) are also discussed. Finally,
in the case of 3D (stereo) video, the disparity information is used
to detect certain shot types (e.g. over the shoulder ones).
I. INTRODUCTION
Because of the tremendous increase of image and video con-
tent on the web, efficient automatic video annotation became
necessary for better archival, indexing and retrieval. For that
reason a variety of annotation tools has been developed [1].
Moreover, with the breakthrough of 3D cinema and 3DTV,
3D video and image content increase even more the existing
video/image content and the annotation types.
In this work we discuss possible characterizations of indi-
vidual still images, video frames, video segments (typically
video shots ) and specific regions of interest (ROIs) within
a video frame/image. The latter are usually by a rectangular
bounding box and contain object of interest. All characteri-
zations may use 2D or 3D information. In the case of stereo
video, disparity maps extracted from the two channels provide
useful additional information to characterize video frames,
segments and shots.
A typical object of interest in a movie is the actor’s face
that can be extracted by applying appropriate face detection
and tracking algorithms [2] [3] [4] [5]. Based on the char-
acterization of this bounding box, one can annotate the entire
video frame by applying a propagation rule (see Section V). In
region-based characterizations, the framed object can be char-
acterized in terms of its geometric position, motion behaviour,
interactions with other objects, importance (or saliency) and
dominance into the frame.
In sports videos, shot type characterizations are directly
assigned into the entire video frame and not to a specific
region of interest as usually happens in movies. Features like
the grass-ratio, which is the ratio of the apparent grass area
to the total frame area and describe the general content of a
video frame, can be used to derive such characterizations.
In both cases, we may finally obtain a video frame char-
acterization. Such characterizations can be propagated into an
entire video segment or even to a video shot. The contributions
of this paper are as follows:
• Region or frame-based characterizations are discussed.
• A novel method for Over-the-Shoulder (OTS) shot type
detection based on stereoscopic information is presented.
• Rules that can be used in order to propagate the derived
annotations from ROI level to frame level or to a video
segment (shot) level are presented.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II basic anno-
tations are mentioned. The proposed OTS detection method is
detailed in Section III, whereas its experimental evaluation is
described in Section IV. Methods that can be used to propagate
annotations form ROIs to frames or to shots are described in
Section V. Conclusions, are drawn in Section VI.
II. ANNOTATION TYPES
In this section basic video units like the ROI, Moving ROI,
video frame, and video segment (typically a video shot) are
considered. More specifically, we discuss about characteriza-
tions that are assigned in these units. Moreover, 2D and stereo
video content is used.
We start with shot type characterizations that are assigned
directly into an entire frame. As already mentioned these
characterizations are typically used in sports videos [6]–[14].
Features like MPEG motion vectors [6], [10], the grass-ratio
[9], [11], [12] and color histograms [13], [14] have been ap-
plied. Because sports video content has certain particularities
only a limited number of shot type characterizations exist, such
as Close Up, Medium, Full Court (the entire field is visible)
or Out of the Field (only spectators are visible).
In movies, because of the more complex structure of the
video content, a variety of shot type characterizations can be
derived. In such content, frame-based characterizations can
either be extracted from global characteristics of the video
frame, e.g., optical flow, or from local (ROI) characteris-
tics. Characterization/classification methods methods based on
motion characteristics, extracted by applying structure tensor
analysis [15], saliency maps [16] [17], optical flow [16],
geometric information of the scene [16] [17], texture gradients
[18] and face-related geometric information [19] [20] have
been proposed. Frequently used shot type characterizations
of movie content are eXtreme Long Shot (XLS), Long Shot
(LS), Medium Long Shot (MLS), Medium Shot (MS), Medium
Close Up (MCU), Close Up (CU), eXtreme Close Up (XCU).
A detailed description of these types can be found in [20]–
[23]. Other characterizations, like Over-the-shoulder (OTS)
(Figure 2) are more difficult to be derived.
Moreover, when ROI information is used, a variety of
characterizations can result. Position characterizations of the
ROI, i.e., the ROI is located on the left side, on the right side,
on the center, on top right of the frame, e.t.c, can be obtained.
Moreover, using stereoscopic information one can decide how
far or close to the viewer the object of interest within the ROI
is. This can be done by calculating the mean disparity of the
pixels contained in the ROI. Such object ROI characterizations
complement the ones mention above, that are restricted in the
2D video content.
In addition, in stereoscopic content characterizations re-
garding the position of the object with respect to the screen
(in front, behind or on the screen) can be derived. Using
such characterizations in movies, when the object of interest
is an actor’s face, one can obtain information regarding the
tension of the shot. For example, faces that are in front of
the screen or perform a pop-up motion, usually signify a shot
with significant tension. In still images, a pop-up effect refers
to the case when a person or object appears to be standing
up or popping out from the rest of the frame. Moreover, a
moving ROI, i.e., a ROI moving over time, is characterized
as pop-up, if it starts its motion form a position behind the
screen and finishes its movement in front of the screen. In
order to characterize a moving ROI as performing a pop-up
motion we can study the 3D content of the moving region.
More specifically, we can calculate the mean disparity of the
ROI. A ROI which starts with a mean disparity value larger
than or equal to zero (behind or on the screen) and ends with a
mean disparity value smaller than zero (in front of the screen)
can be characterized as performing a pop-up motion.
The relative motion of two objects of interest can also
be considered. More specifically, the objects of interest may
be moving away or approach each other and such informa-
tion can be used to annotate the corresponding ROIs. By
deriving such characterizations, one can extract high level
concepts/annotations especially in movie video content, where
the objects of interest are actor faces.
III. OVER THE SHOULDER IDENTIFICATION
In a OTS shot, the camera is placed behind the shoulder
of an actor and captures whatever it is pointing at, usually
an other actor. This configuration is used to place the viewer
in the first actor’s perspective and usually employed in shots
with tension. Over the shoulder identification as a shot type
is a difficult problem when working only with color/grayscale
image features. Here we exploit the disparity information, that
is implicitly available in stereo video, to solve this problem.
For the disparity map estimation the algorithm in [24] was
applied.
Let D be the disparity map of dimensions W × H . We
subdivide D into not-overlapping patches, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Let Pi, i = 1, . . . , HWrc , be an r × c pixels sub-matrix
corresponding to each patch. We vectorize each Pi into a
column vector of length rc called vi. The disparity patches
are traversed in column major order. We compile all vi into
matrix V, the i-th column of V being the vector Vi.
V = [v1 . . .vWH
rc
]
Fig. 1. Patch map creation
The facial image ROI of the second actor (the actor seen
over the shoulder of the first actor) is assumed to be known
and its coordinates are stored in the vector croi. The histogram
of the ROIface is computed and the dominant disparity value,
i.e, the most frequent disparity value dROI is found.
The difference, dROI−dpatch, between the dominant dispar-
ity value of the region that frames the face and the dominant
disparity value of the running patch is computed and stored in
a feature vector map, Fmap(i), i = 1, . . . , HWrc . The computed
disparity differences are normalized in the range [-1, 1] with
the hyperbolic tangent function:
fn(x) =
(1− e−0.7x)
(1 + e−0.7x)
.
Algorithm 1 Feature map extraction
Input: D, croi
Output: Fmap
1: D⇒ V . Obtain patches
2: ROIface = EXTRACTROI(D, croi)
3: hROI = HISTOGRAM(ROIface)
4: dROI = argmax
j
hROI(j)
5: for i = 1→ HWrc do . For each patch
6: hpatch = HISTOGRAM(Vi)
7: dpatch = argmax
k
hpatch(k)
8: Fmap(i) = fn(dROI − dpatch)
Return: Fmap
Patches whose content is located in front of the face, in
the disparity map field, produce Fmap(i) values greater than
zero and smaller than one, whereas, patches whose content is
located behind the face in the disparity map generate Fmap(i)
values smaller than zero and greater than minus one. Patches
that are at the same depth level with that of the face contain
Fmap(i) values close to zero. Such patches usually overlap
with the facial ROI. The constructed feature vectors, Fmap
were fed into a properly two class support vector machine
that classified the key-frame as being OTS or not.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A dataset of 886 stereo key frames was collected. The key
frames were extracted from different types of shots, i.e, XCU,
CU, MCU, e.t.c. 30% of the keyframes are characterized as
over the shoulder. Each keyframe, with dimensions 540× 960
pixels, is divided into patches. More specifically, we worked
with 20×40 pixel (r×c) patches. Using this tessellation a
27×24 grid of assigned Fmap(i), i = 1, . . . , 648 values was
obtained.
Based on the implementation details above, a data matrix
D of 886×648 dimensions was obtained. In other words, we
have 886 samples each one consisting of 648 dimensions.
This dataset was fed to the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classifier.
Generally, the effectiveness of SVM depends on the selec-
tion of the kernel, the kernel parameter γ, and the soft margin
parameter C. The Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel was
used in our experiments:
K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ‖xi − xj‖2), γ > 0. (1)
In order to find the best C and γ, grid search to a range of
these parameters was applied. Five-fold cross validation was
used for measuring classification performance. In each fold
80% of the frames were used for training and the remaining
20% for testing.
The mean accuracy for all classes is 91.65%. Finally,
because the two classes are unbalanced the classification
accuracy of each class separately was studied. The accuracy
results for the not OTS and OTS is 93.62% and 86.54% cor-
respondingly. We observe that over the shoulder classification
results are satisfactory, 86.54%, even for the small number of
them, 30% of the entire database.
In Figure 2, example key frames with the disparity and
feature maps are depicted. The scene parts of the scene that
have the same disparity level as that of the face are portrayed
in gray in the feature maps (values close to zero), whereas,
parts of the scene that are in smaller or bigger disparity level
from that of the face are depicted in white and black color
respectively. Images in rows 2-4 depict cases that could have
been classified wrongly because of the 3D scene structure,
i.e., objects (e.g. book) are placed between the face and the
camera. Such cases are challenging since their feature maps
are similar to those encountered in OTS cases. Nevertheless,
the classifier learned the structure of the shoulder silhouette
and classified correctly such possibly misleading cases.
V. PROPAGATION OF ANNOTATIONS
As discussed in Section II, these characterizations are
typically assigned either to specific ROIs in a frame or to
Fig. 2. Keyframes (left column), disparity maps (middle column) and the
corresponding feature maps (right column). Rows 5-7: OTS. Rows 1-4: not
OTS. Rows 2-4: challenging cases.
an entire frame directly. In certain cases however there is
a need to propagate these characterizations from ROIs to
frames of from frames to shots or video segments. The way to
perform such a propagation is not always trivial. For example,
multiple ROIs may reside in a frame, each one with a specific
characterization. In this case there are several possible ways
to decide which type characterization will propagate to the
entire video frame. Moreover, there are several possible ways
to propagate a characterization from an individual video frame
into an entire video shot. In this section we will try to
summarize the various propagation ways.
We start with the case where a single video frame has
numerous ROIs each one represented by its bounding box.
Sometimes, such characterizations may contradict if they are
naively propagated at frame of shot level. For example, one
person in a ROI may be characterized as depicted in a close-
up, while another one may be characterized as being depicted
in medium shot, depending on the way they appear in video
frame. One of these contradicting characterizations should
be propagated at frame and shot level. In order to assign a
single characterization to the entire video frame one can use
the characterization of the most dominant object ROI in the
frame. The semantic dominance (or saliency) can be defined
in different ways. The simplest way is to choose as dominant
the one whose bounding box covers the biggest area in the
video frame. Another way to make such a decision is to use
the rule of thirds. According to this rule, a still-image/frame is
divided into nine equally sized rectangular regions, by using
two imaginary vertical and horizontal lines that divide the
frame in three equally sized columns and rows. This technique
is used to help photographer or cinematographer to place the
objects of main interest not exactly in the center of the still-
image/frame but rather in the intersection points of the vertical
and horizontal lines. Using this rule, the main/dominant object,
whose characterization will be propagated to the entire frame,
is the one placed close to the center of the frame possibly
intersected by the above-mentioned lines. Moreover, the main
object of interest can be the one whose bounding box has the
most salient content. A salient region semantically stands out
from the rest of the image. Describing how much salient a
region is can be done by applying saliency map extraction
methods [25]. The output of such methods is an image whose
pixel values indicate the importance of the corresponding
input image pixel. By taking the mean saliency value within
each ROI we can rank ROIS according to their importance.
Alternatively, we can evaluate the importance of a ROI by
comparing its low-level (e.g, color, depth) characteristics with
the low-level characteristics of its neighbouring ROIs. In [26],
a cost function is suggested for ranking a sequence of ROIs
with respect to their saliency. Similarly, to the aforementioned
methods that are based on 2D video features, saliency map
computation using stereoscopic information is also possible
[27]. By taking again the mean saliency value of each ROI,
a ranking of them that describes how much an object stands
out from the rest of the objects in depth is possible.
Usually, in video summarization, a video segment or shot is
represented by a key-frame [28]. Having the characterization
of the key-frame, derived by applying one of the aforemen-
tioned rules to the ROIs included in the key-frame, one can
propagate its characterization to the entire shot. Alternatively,
one can extract a single characterization for each frame based
on the above and then apply majority voting to get a single
characterization for the entire video segment. However, using
the key-frame approach to characterize an entire shot we
reduce the overall computational complexity.
A moving region (characterizing an object trajectory) is a
sequence of ROIs that frames a single object in a continuous
sequence of frames. ROI characterizations can be propagated
at the moving region level. In order to assign a single type of
characterization to a moving region, majority voting can be
applied on the ROIs that form the moving region. Characteri-
zations can also be propagated from moving regions to shots.
Usually, the main object of interest has the longest trajectory in
a video segment or shot. In case of multiple moving regions
one can use the characterization of the longest trajectory to
annotate the entire video segment or shot it belongs to.
A representative application where the aforementioned rules
were applied is described in [19]. More specifically, in [19]
in order to assign a characterization in shot level, a unique
characterization was extracted for each frame and by applying
majority voting a final shot characterization was extracted.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we summarize the possible frame and shot
based characterizations in 2D and 3D video content. More-
over, possible ways to propagate the characterizations from
a specific region of the image to an entire video segment
are discussed. In addition, we introduce a promising way to
classify video frames as over the shoulder ones. Our method
is based on the 3D information contained in the disparity map.
According to our knowledge there is no other work that deals
with this problem using 3D content. In the future, we will
try to incorporate both 3D and 2D features and train/test our
model in a bigger dataset.
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